CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This final chapter provides conclusions and suggestion. The conclusion is based on the analysis in the previous chapter. Furthermore, the suggestion is given for those who are interested in discussing semiotic as the theory or method of the research.

5.1 Conclusion

Based on data analysis, the results show that the symbol of love contained in each lyric is very diverse. Symbols of love that can be seen when they are analyzed show a variety of meanings and purposes that refer to a symbol.

1. So the dictions that contain the symbol of love in this research like sadness, happiness, true love, an eroticism, love in adolescence, a sacrifice in love are also presented in this study. The differences that make up the data in this study seem to make this study even more interesting since there are so many found that the dictionaries contain the symbol of love and have a meaning that does not refer directly to a love.

2. From the total data collected in this study not all can be analyzed by using the theory of expansion, meaning from Roland Barthes, researchers only found some symbol of love that is part of the theory. As is meant by the dictions that contain the symbol of love is "sacrifice", "intimacy", "affection", "hug", "kiss" etc. From the collection of dictions which contains the symbol of love in it there are various kinds types of meaning, as well as a meaningful "sacrifice" when in love that requires proof shows
seriousness. This can be a learning for us to better understand the meaning of love in order to realize a better relationship romance.

Based on the results of data analysis, the research results indicate that the symbol of love contained in Frank Sinatra song album presents a symbol in a love with a variety of meanings. This can give new knowledge that in a love it feel not only a happiness and sadness, but the meaning of the symbol of love contained in which contains a meaning of sincerity of love. Just as tireless sacrifices are given to couples, how to understand the couple, give understanding, and how to communicate well, all of it shows us how we should keep a love to be more perfect and better.

5.2 Suggestion

Based on the conclusions of this research, the authors recommend the form of suggestions as follows:

1. The researcher suggests for the next incoming similar research to go through the topic about symbol using other kinds of source such as poetry, novel, short stories, film and so on and so forth. Then, it is clear that the lyrics is contain some symbol of love which representation a real life romantic relationship to analyze in many ways. Therefore, this research is expected to be one of the references either.
2. To understand a symbol in a literary work such as poems, song lyrics, and novels requires thoroughness in comprehending every content contained therein. Because in understanding a meaning of a symbol required various
kinds of understanding and accuracy of the scope of the contents of a literary work.